


Building  Dioramas

Introduction:
Today's clinic will be on building a diorama. It is not often that these clinics are sponsored, but today's 
clinic does indeed have a sponsor. Rich Shepard of RSlaser Kits has graciously donated four kits (two 
N scale and two HO scale) to be given away at the end of this clinic. Many thanks to Rich Shepard.

I will attempt to cover the following 10 steps:
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Step 03: Trees Part 01 - Fir Trees from skewers and scour pads.......................................04
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Step 05: Long Grass and Weeds - Twine for long grass...................................................06
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First, I must say I am no expert. My methods have come from various sources; magazines, books, 
Internet forums, an NMRA clinic by Nev Meads, ideas from others in the Muskoka Model Railway 
Club, personal friends and trial and error.
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Step 01: Building The Base.
I have tried two methods of building up the base. Method #1 uses plaster and dryer sheets over foam, 
while Method #2 uses white glue and dryer sheets over the foam.

Method #1: Plaster Sheets.
The base of my dioramas is extruded foam. I use the foam because it is light weight and easy to cut and 
carve. If the terrain on the diorama is to be uneven, I glue the foam pieces together with ordinary white 
glue. The foam is covered with used dryer sheets dipped in soupy plaster. I usually add some acrylic 
craft paint to the plaster Mix so that I avoid the dreaded “white” spots in the finished scene. 

Simply dip the sheets into the soupy plaster and spread the sheet across the foam. I usually overlap 
each sheet by between 2-3cm. Once all the sheets are down, I spread the remaining plaster over the top 
of the sheets, covering the spots that are thin. Below is a photo of my plaster sheets drying on the Main 
Street diorama.

Method #2: Glue Sheets.

I frequently use dryer sheets as rags when working around my layout, One day I noticed that the sheets 
I had used to clean up excess glue had become very rigid. This gave me an idea. 

Why not use glue instead of plaster for my base coat. I have found the “Glue Sheet” method to be every 
bit as strong as the “Plaster Sheet” method, and slightly cheaper. Cheaper is always a good thing. 

I have found that a glue/water mix of 50/50 is adequate to hold things firm. It depends on the size of the 
area to be covered as to whether I use the dryer sheets full size or cut them into smaller sections. When 
you are done building your base, you can store the excess glue/water mix in a sealed jar until your next 
project.
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Step 02: Mother Earth.

If you go out and look around at what you are attempting to model, you will see that the ground is 
NOT all the same colour and it is NOT all the same texture. The key to good ground cover, as 
modelers like Art Curren and Dave Frary have stated, is to layer the ground with different materials.

To the painted “Plaster Sheet” or “Glue Sheet” base, I will add a layer of either sand or coffee grounds, 
wet the layer down with our glue Mix. Then add a layer of the opposite material and wet it with the 
glue Mix. Now we add a layer of coloured sawdust and once again wet it with the glue Mix.  Finally I 
add a layer of ground foam in areas I think clump foliage is needed and again wet it with the glue Mix. 
If you have little bits of twigs or rock chips, these can be added to the ground cover layers.

Just remember the two basic rules of ground cover:

1. Vary the colour and texture.

2. Everything must be glued down.

Other Items To Try:
Take the foam that people use to hold fake flowers and crush it up. To get different colors, use crushed 
chalk, of the appropriate color and sprinkle it with the other powder onto the area until you get the right 
color. You could also mix poster paints with plaster and let it dry, and then grind it into a dust, and 
sprinkle the same way you did the chalk. Remember to spray glue on before and after you apply every 
layer.  

Dirt Roads:
Mix fine clay soil with diluted white glue to a consistency of peanut butter. Then spread it on the 
roadway about 1/8" thick and work in ruts with the end of a paintbrush. Next sprinkle dry clay on the 
non-rutted areas and let the road dry thoroughly. For the final touch, rub the road with a stiff brush or 
my finger to give it that dusty, hard-packed clay road appearance. A tip from Sam Swanson.
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Step 03: Trees Part 01 - Fir Trees.

A trip to my local Dollar store and a $2.00 purchase left me with enough material for a forest of fir 
trees. I purchased a 100 pack of wooden skewers and a pack of green scouring pads. 

As with ground cover, variety is key. I have developed two methods of building my fir trees. The circle 
method and the spiral method.

For the circle method, take a scouring pad and cut out circles of varying diameters. Take a wooden 
skewer and cut it to the desired length, the height of the tree plus ¾ of an inch, this allows you to push 
the trunk into the base. Mark the flat end of the skewer at ¾ ” from the bottom, this becomes ground 
level. Then simply combine the pads and the skewer. Take a circle and push the skewer through it, 
repeat until the skewer is full. 

For the spiral method, substitute the circles of scouring pads for strips cut from the long side of the 
pad. A couple of strips of different widths. After preparing your skewers, take the strip and push the 
skewer through near one end, spiral the strip and push it through again. Continue until the strip is 
complete. You can add a thinner strip to the top of the skewer if needed.

Once the trees are completed, stand it in a spare piece of foam, the white bead foam is ideal for this. 
Give the tree a spritz with your glue Mix and sprinkle on some fine ground foam of fine sawdust. This 
gives the tree some texture and adds to the realism.

Repeat the above procedure until you have a good sized stand of fir trees.

When you are ready to plant the trees, drill a hole into the base of the diorama where you want the tree 
to be, dip the bottom ¾ ” of the skewer in glue (full strength) and plant the tree.
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Step 04: Trees Part 02 - Trees from "Twigs"and "Weeds".  

In this step we are going to make trees from twigs and weeds. The supplies you'll need are floral tape, 
toothpicks, some glue Mix with green paint added, ground foam, and polyfiber. For better results you 
might want to dip the polyfiber in black paint and let dry.

For the trees themselves, you will need either Cassia (a dried flower), Sedum, Goldenrod or simply real 
twigs. If you are going to use Goldenrod, pick the plant right around the time it is going to seed. 

Trees From Cassia or Goldenrod:

1. Forming the armature. Select a few pieces of cassia or Goldenrod, use different lengths. 
Remember, this is nature so nothing is perfectly round. There will even be gaps here and there. 
When you are satisfied with the shape, wrap floral tape around them, forming the trunk. Note, if 
the floral tape is not strong enough, you can use thin strands of floral wire to hold the stems 
together before applying the tape. Now, cut the trunk of the tree about ten scale feet from the 
bottom of the lowest branch. Now glue a round toothpick into the trunk of the tree with white 
glue. The toothpick will serve as an anchor when you put the tree on the layout. Set the tree 
aside and let it thoroughly dry.

2. Apply the polyfiber. Take a small piece of polyfiber, stretch it to an almost wispy texture and 
apply it to the tree working from bottom to top. Don't cover the whole tree; just use the 
polyfiber to fill it out. What you're trying to do is make the bottom fuller and allow the cassia's 
texture to give the tree character at the top. Next I give the tree a good coating of the green glue 
Mix. Before the paint has dried I sprinkle on a liberal amount of fine green sawdust. Spray a 
coat of plain glue Mix. Then, sprinkle on another layer of coarse green sawdust. Spray a second 
coat of plain glue Mix and more ground foam. Repeat this step as many times as necessary.

3. Making the trunk: Apply a coat of Dollar store modeling putty to make the trunk look more like 
a tree and less like a stem wound with tape. Work from the top of the trunk to the bottom. Put 
the trees aside to dry overnight. Then paint the trunks with a combination of brown, gray and 
black. 

4. Finally drill a hole in your scenery the size of the trunk. Dip the end in some white glue and 
push the tree trunk into the hole. Sprinkle a bit of ground foam around the base and secure with 
the glue Mix.

Trees From Sedum: 

Sedum is a flower that grows wild around this area. It is very hardy and is a perennial that comes back 
year after year. It has a flower on a long stalk, with lacy, pink flowers in the summer. In the fall, they 
turn a lovely brown and can be gathered in the winter. 

There are two ways to create trees from Sedum. If you wish to make trees such as Elms, you can leave 
the flower heads on the stalks and proceed to step one above.  If you wish to make trees such as Maples 
or Oaks, cut the sedum flower heads off of the stalks and start at step two above.
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Step 05: Long Grass and Weeds. 

Simulating weeds, hay, straw, and long grass is very simple, you only need three items: 
Twine, Scissors and White glue. Using natural twine is the best, don't get the plastic stuff, it does not 
look as good.

1. Start by taking your twine and cutting a piece about 3-5 scale feet in length.
2. Place a drop of white glue where you intend to “plant” the grass.
3. Clump the grass between your fingers and stick it into the drop of glue.
4. As the glue sets, separate the fibers of the twine so you get a bushy effect.

Making Hay and Straw Bales:
You can make hay and straw bales out of small blocks of wood or foam and fine sawdust. 

1. Cut a small square of wood or foam about the size of a bale of hay.
2. Dip it in your glue Mix.. 
3. Cover it with the fine sawdust. 

Sawdust from different types of wood is different colours and would represent different types of hay.

Preserving Weeds: 
When I recently was given several old packages of  Spanish and reindeer moss, I noticed how brittle 
they were. Robin Matthysen, a dear departed friend and fellow model railroader passed along the 
following recipe, he claimed it would stop most weeds from drying out, See Appendix for formula: 

Immerse the weeds for about five minutes, working with small bundles of them at a time and then lay 
them out to dry. It will take a week to a month for the weeds to dry, depending upon the humidity. 

If you don't like the colour of the moss or weeds you are using, you can add a portion of dye to the Mix 
to precolour the weeds. There is seldom any odor from the acetone, as it evaporates completely. 

In my case the moss was already dried out so it was suggested that I soak it in a bucket of water 
overnight then let it dry for half a day before immersing in the weed preservation mix.
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Step 06: Don't Fence Me In 01 - Stone Fences:  

The very first “crop” that early farmers harvested was unwanted stones, rocks and boulders. They 
moved the smaller stones and rocks from their fields and piled them to make beautiful and useful 
fences. Here is a simple, inexpensive method for doing the same thing.

You start with a strip of either foam or used track cork. Cut a piece of your chosen material to the 
length of your intended fence. If using foam, cut it to the thickness of your track cork. This forms the 
base of your fence.

For the stones in the fence itself, I use real stones. In our town, they spread lots of sand on the roads 
and sidewalks during the winter. After the first or second spring rain, I went out and collected several 
buckets of this sand. After filtering the sand, I found I had a large bottle of small rocks which would 
make perfect fence material.

The actual construction of the fence is straight forward. 

On one edge of your base, insert straight pins every inch or so. Take a scrap piece of foam and push the 
pins on fence base into it. This secures the “fence” for construction.

Cover the three remaining sides of your base with white glue. Sprinkle the stones on the three surfaces 
covered with glue and gently push them into place with your fingers. 

After the glue has dried and you make certain that the stones are secure, Remove the fence from the 
scrap foam and set the fence in place on your diorama. 

Now sparingly use finer stone material to cover small areas on the fence that the larger stones can't fill. 
A fine spray of your glue Mix will hold them in place. 

Finally, arrange a small amount of stones, and whatever ground cover seems natural, along the bottom 
edge of the fence to hide the joint. Secure them with regular white glue.
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Step 07: Don't Fence Me In 02.

Split Rail Fencing: Toothpicks and coffee stir sticks cut down for fencing.

1) Preparing Timber – For the rails I took several coffee stir sticks and, with the aid of my 
“Chopper”, cut them into 1' x 1' x15' timbers. For the posts, I took several round tooth picks 
and, with the aid of my “Chopper”, cut them in half.

2) Aging The Wood – I poured some of the weathering Mix into a container and soaked all the 
timber overnight. Then let the wood throughly dry by placing it in a paper towel lined 
aluminum pie plate.

3) Construction – 
1) The first step in the actual construction is to figure out just how long your fence is to be and 

where it will be situated and lay out the first row of rails.
2) Drill holes where the posts will be located. Use a drill bit the size of your posts.
3) Dip your posts in white glue and push them into the holes you just drilled.
4) Add the next layer of rails, gluing as you feel it is necessary.
5) Continue to add layers until the correct height is achieved.   

Old Wood Appearance:  
One tip is to make unstained wood look old and gray is to lightly go over the wood with a dull pencil. 
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Step 08: Laser Cut Structures:

Below is the instructions for the sample kit, Paul's Repair.

This is an easy and good starter kit, for those that have never built a laser cut kit. If you have built a plastic kit this one is 
easy. 

Tools you will need are: 
A hobby knife with some new blades,
Glues (wood and CA),
Your favorite paints or stains,
Roofing material.

Begin construction by layout all the panels and familiarize yourself with the quality laser cut parts, but do not remove them 
from the frames. If you are planning on painting or staining the parts it is best do it while they are still in the frames. You 
might have to do some touch up later on. It is best to paint both sides of the parts to help reduce warping. If you do get some 
parts that warp lay them on a flat surface and but some weight on top of them for an hour or so as they dry. 

Do not paint the back side of window and trim frame as it has an adhesive on the back side. 

Now you are ready to start building the model. Start by taking your hobby knife and cutting the sides (B, C, D and E) from 
the frames. Then place them face down on your building board. 

Next using care cut the window frames (parts R) from the backing. Do them one at a time. Carefully remove the backing 
paper which should remove the center blocks leaving just the frames. Trim one of the glazing (parts N) and stick it onto the 
frame. Now take the completed window and mount it into the wall from the back with the glazing up. With the windows in 
the wall use some wood glue to hold them in place. 

Do the same with the doors, installing the frame to the doors first before gluing to the walls. After all the windows and 
doors are installed, turn the wall over and add the trim to the outside of the doors and windows.

After you have all the trim in place it's time to start standing walls. Start by test fitting the walls and trim the slot and taps if 
needed (they should fit tight but wood does expand). First stand the Front Wall (part B) in the slot in the Base (part F) them 
stand the Left Wall (part D) fit the corner then glue to the base and in the corner. Next stand the Partition Wall (part A) in 
the center slot and square it to the base then glue in place. Next stand the Right Side Wall (part E) and tack glue it in place, 
then fit the Back Wall (part C) in place and glue it and the Right Side Wall to the Base and other walls. Now you can place 
the sidewalk (parts O and P) by pealing the paper backing from the parts and pressing in place. Cut and glue the corner 
angles in place. Now test fit the Roof Panels (parts G, H and J) and glue in place. 

Add the roofing of your choice and to add the finishing touch glue the Sign (parts W) to both sides of the Sign Panel (part 
M). I use white glue then when dry add a thin coat of glue to the face, after the glue has dried glue the sign into the slots in 
the Left Side Wall. Add the Office Sign (part W) over the door and place the Roof Sign then install on your layout. You are 
done.

If you have any problems or broken-missing parts, E-mail us at Sales@rslaserkits.com
Hope you enjoy your kit.

Some tips I have picked up are:

1. Paint the wood first and press it between wax paper while it dries.
2. Use glue sparingly.
3. Make structures unique, open doors, partially open windows.
4. Shingles enhance the structure.
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Step 09: Making It Fit. - From a clinic by Nev Meads.   

Blending structure into scenery, it has to look like it was built there. Wander downtown and, where 
possible, take a look along the side and behind the buildings. It will surprise you what is growing there.

A beautifully modeled building that has taken many hours to build is just plopped down on top of the 
existing scenery and there it sits, looking like what it is, a model, not a building that is part of the 
scenery. There are gaps, etc. between the bottom of the building and the existing scenery. One way to 
overcome this is to make a base to look like the foundation of the building. Use again I turn to the 
extruded foam material due to its ease of use.

On the side of the foam, lightly draw the outline of the block or stone. When you are satisfied, go back 
over the marks and deepen them slightly more. The lines for the stone would be deeper than the cement 
block. This can be done with a ball point pen that has gone dry. The cement block will need finer lines 
so use the tip of a round toothpick. Paint the concrete and concrete block base with cement-coloured 
paint. I use the Dollar store acrylic paint as it is easier to clean up and it does not effect the foam. Set 
the block aside to dry.

Now to add some realism. Lightly brush our weathering Mix (See Appendix) over the concrete painted 
base using a downward motion. This stimulates that the concrete and cement block has weathered and, 
of course, rain water runs down the side of a building and that is why the weathering Mix is applied 
with a downward motion. To colour the stone foundation, paint the carved stone with concrete-
coloured paint. Let dry.

Now we are going to use more Dollar store acrylic paints, a variety of different shades of browns and 
grays and even black, look good for stone. Apply the colours randomly with a fine brush, leaving the 
cement colour between the stone showing. Let dry. 

Again, using the weathering Mix, brush on in a downward motion. Now we have a nice looking 
foundation. 

If the area that you are going to place the foundation on already has scenery, then draw a line around 
the outside perimeter using the foundation as a pattern. Do this before you paint and weather the 
foundation. Either cut or chip out the area where the base is to go. 

You will have marked up some of the scenery around the base but do not worry about that as it will be 
redone. Unless it is a street scene with cement sidewalks, I use the sand that I collected from in front of 
my home. I sifted it so it is very fine and there are no small stones in it. Sprinkle the sand right up to the 
edge of the foundation in non-traffic areas. Using an eyedropper, glue it in place with our glue Mix.

On top of this, sprinkle some fine ground foam and repeat the glue process. If you would like some 
bushes, use Clump Foliage. Again repeat the glue process.
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Step 10: Vines and Vegetation – From a clinic by Nev Meads. 

Mother nature eventually takes over everything, if you want your structure to look like it has been 
sitting there for some time, you can try adding vegetation around the base and vines up the walls. The 
side of the building and foundation can have vines on them. Some buildings have a few vines while 
others are half covered. Vines help to cover where seams are and also, not that you would make a 
mistake, but where your weathering of the building didn’t turn out quite the way you wanted it to.

To make the vines, take a round toothpick and with some white glue, full strength, draw some squiggly 
lines, starting at the base and expanding as you progress up the side of the building. Sprinkle on some 
fine sawdust or ground foam and gently, with your fingers, pat it down into the glue. Houses could also 
have climbing rose bushes up the side of them. A climbing rose is trained to climb up the side of a 
house on a trellis. This is up to you if you want to build a trellis but a well-established rose hides the 
trellis.

As you did before, take some white glue and draw squiggly lines up the side of the house. Make the 
lines tighter together than ordinary vines as the vine has been trained up the trellis and does not spread 
out as much. Let dry.

With a fine brush, dip the tip into one of your Acrylic paints and touch the foam randomly all over. You 
might have to do this a couple of times. To judge the size of the flower, take a figure and look at the 
size of the hand. The rose flower will be the same or a bit smaller than the hand. Make sure the colours 
are bright like reds or yellows as most rose bushes seem to be variations of these colours. You also 
want a colour that stands out against the green of the vine. Just make sure that whatever colour you start 
with, you finish the same vine with that colour. Don’t mix colours on the same vine.
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Appendix: 

Materials List:
Step 01 – Dryer sheets, plaster or white glue, water, and acrylic paint in earth tones.
Step 02 – Coffee grounds, sand, sawdust, ground foam, twigs, rocks and glue mix (see below). 
Step 03 – Scouring pads, skewers, green acrylic paints, sawdust, ground foam, white glue and glue mix. 
Step 04 – Dried weeds, floral wire, floral tape, “Teddy Bear Fluff” green acrylic paints, sawdust, ground foam,   

    white glue, glue mix and Robin's Weed Preservative.
Step 05 – Natural twine, acrylic paints small blocks of wood or foam, sawdust or ground foam and white glue.
Step 06 – Foam, track cork, stones and white glue. 
Step 07 – Chopper, toothpicks, coffee stir sticks, weathering mix, and white glue.
Step 08 – RSLaserKits structure, wax paper, acrylic paints, hobby knife and white glue.
Step 09 – Foam or wood, acrylic paints, coffee grounds, sand, sawdust, ground foam, twigs, rocks weathering 

    mix, and glue mix.
Step 10 – Toothpick, white glue, sawdust or fine ground foam, acrylic paints.

Formulas.
1. Glue Mix:

100 ml. water 
100 ml. glue
    5 drops of dish detergent

2. Robin Matthysen's Weed Preservative:
 l00 ml. glycerin 
 l00 ml. Nail Polish remover with acetone 
200 ml. rubbing alcohol 

The glycerin is usually available at the drugstore; the other items can be obtained from the 
local dollar store. Robin said to use rubber gloves and only work with the Mix in an area with 
adequate ventilation as the acetone has harmful vapors. 

3. Weathering Mix:
    6 ml. Black India Ink 
100 ml. Rubbing Alcohol.

Some Common Tree Sizes:
The following chart shows the basic dimensions of some common deciduous trees, in actual feet.

TYPE OF TREE HEIGHT MAXIMUM SPREAD LENGTH OF BRANCHES
Elm   70-100    35    40
Sugar Maple   75-100 40-55 20-30
Oak   60-120    60    30
Walnut   75-100 40-55 20-30
Pine   90-160
Spruce   80-140
Poplar   80-120
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Photos: 

Step 01:

The plaster coated dryer sheets are drying on the “Downtown Orangeville” diorama.

STEP 02:

LEFT:After a couple of coats, here is how the “Downtown Orangeville” diorama looks.
RIGHT: The First coat is applied to the “Cabin On The Hill”diorama. 

Step 03:

LEFT: Materials Needed to make fir trees.
RIGHT: A completed stand of trees on the “Photo Op” diorama.
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Step 04:

TOP: Dried flowers that will become poplar trees.
BOTTOM: Raw seedum in rear, finished tree up front.
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Step 05:

LEFT: Materials for long grass.
RIGHT: Grass added to -- diorama.

Step 06:

LEFT: Materials for stone fence.
RIGHT: Stone fence on the “Cabin On The Hill”diorama. 

Step 07:

LEFT: Timber being aged.
RIGHT: Split rail fence on the “Cabin On The Hill”diorama.
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Step 08:

LEFT: Material in Laser Kit.
RIGHT: Completed Kit (note shingles used instead of tar paper).

Step 09:

The boardwalk helps blend the structures into the “Orangeville” diorama 
 

Step 10:

LEFT: Starting of a vine on an HO garage.
RIGHT: Vines on Robin Matthysen's “Annand Industries”card stock building.
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